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The Value of Volunteering

from the
Editor

Project Management Institute Indonesia Chapter
The Project Management Institute of Indonesia was
founded in 1996 and is an organization dedicated
to enhancing, consolidating and channeling
Indonesian project management knowledge
and expertise for beneﬁt of all stakeholders. This
organization is one of the chapters of Project
Management Institute (PMI), a nonproﬁt, worldwide
leading professional organization. Our members
and credential holders span numerous industries,
businesses and many of the Indonesian leading
corporations as well as nonproﬁt institutions.
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From the Editor’s Desk,
In February, PMI Indonesia Chapter held many
remarkable events to its members, such as
the Annual Member Gathering 2013, Project
Management Roadshow in Yogyakarta, REPs
Rendezvous and signing bylaw revision. We
have unforgettable moments in particular when
most PMI Indonesia chapter members having
fun together, learning and sharing best practices
at every chapter event. If you cannot join those
February events, we proudly present brief stories
that share our happy moments in this edition.
We also have an article about Effective
Communication in Projects, so you can learn some
best practices from this article. As you know that
stakeholders have an important role in managing
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project and as the knowledge area in PMBOK 5th
edition, the article How do You Create a Good
Stakeholder Management Experience can be an
excellent way to gain valuable knowledge about
stakeholder management.

We hope that this edition of the newsletter will
contribute the growing success of your project
management career, skills and knowledge. And
again, we are looking forward to your ideas,
suggestions or general feedback.

The great news I would like to share with you that
PMII has ﬁnalized the project plan of our biggest
project management event called Symposium
and Exhibition (SymEx) 2013, so, starting this
edition we will update the information related
to SymEx. Don’t miss the opportunity to join
our biggest international project management
conference. You will gain valuable knowledge,
networking and recognition.
Lastly, on behalf the board of editor, for all parties
overwhelming support, thank you very much.

Yogyakarta Branch Director
Budi Hartono
bhartono@pmi-indonesia.org

Alin Veronika, MT, PMP,
PMI-RMP
Communication team of
PMI Indonesia Chapter
PMI ID #2122204

from the
Board
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Mohammad Ichsan, PMP
President of Project Management Institute
Indonesia Chapter
PMI ID # 310600

Effective Communication in Projects
No

doubt that communication is an essential for project managers
in managing the projects. However, for some reasons some of
them are either not exposing the sufﬁcient level of communication skills
or they do not know how the communication have to be managed during
the projects. PMBOK deﬁnes a high level project communication processes
in one of the famous 9 Knowledge Areas namely Project Communication
Management.
Start with the strategy
Some project managers do not manage the communication properly that
lead to confusion and sometimes even contributing to failed projects.
Accidental project managers tend to under estimate the communication
strategy in ﬁnding out (in PMBOK, we call that the stakeholder analysis):
1. Who should receive the information
2. What information that are required by them
3. When the information are required by them and
4. How the information are distributed to them
Without knowing the above points, it is not easy to start and even to
manage the communication.
Establish the communication document template
Sometimes project manager spent a lot of their time in creating thousands
of report in satisfying the information needs of their stakeholder. It is
mandatory to get the approved document baseline or template to ease the
information distribution to the respective stakeholders. Getting approval
of the template will help the project managers a lot in managing their
stakeholder’s expectation during the projects.
Optimize the communication management
Once you set up the strategy, you still need to optimize the communication
throughout you project stakeholders. Disseminating only required
information to the right people, in timely manner and using the right tools,
it will help project managers in managing their activities and focus to the
project deliverables. Especially in verbal communication, it is essential to
know what are you going to tell and how you will manage discussion during

PMI Roadshow
to Pertamina
One of PMI Indonesia chapter programs is PMI Roadshow to Company, supporting organizations in developing
Knowledge Management in area of Project Management.
Yes it’s PERTAMINA turn, on Feb 6th 2013 with facilitated
by PMI’ Volunteers, PMI Road-show to PERTAMINA
went so interactive. Attended by HR-Managers from
all “Unit Pengolahan – UP “ PERTAMINA, which project
management is not only technical domain but could be
applied in HR Area, participants asked enthusiast question
regarding PM Standards, tools & techniques, and project
experiences sharing that could help them to run their yearly
HR Program. PMI Road-show to PERTAMINA will be held
regularly, so when does your company turn? Please contact
us at event@pmi-indonesia.org

distributing the verbal information. Don’t overburden your stakeholder with
information that they do not need. Prepare yourself prior to meetings/
presentation, to avoid misunderstanding and focus in delivering the
information, especially to a senior management in the company who have
a very limited time to listen to you and if you fail, they will think that you
waste their time. Again, it is very important to analyze their information
need prior to the distribution.
Expose yourself among your stakeholders
People tend to listen if they know you, so be conﬁdent in exposing yourself
among them. By doing this, you will gain trust from them, if you deliver
the valid and timely information and therefore communication skill is very
important for project managers. For those who do not want to expose
themselves, they will be having difﬁculties in enhancing their communication
skills (to me, the best project management school is the project itself ) and
get the support from your supervisor or PMO manager to coach you in
enhancing it apart from a formal class training. I still remember when I
worked in one of very famous global telecommunication company, when
they value professionalism by making the project managers very aware of
what they are doing with a very famous phrase “know your number”. It also
enhance, you better do not talk if you do not know and hence you better
prepare yourself before you communicate it.
How to proceed
Well, of course, there is no magic in making a competent project manager.
You just have to go through the process, but you need to have a structured
one. Not only having formal class training especially in communication,
but also by having mentorship from your senior management (PMO, VP
Projects, etc.). Being in a professional project management organization
such PMI is also one of the key advantages, where you can have meetings,
sessions, events where you can learn a lot from the experienced project
managers as part of intangible values that you can gain. As conclusion,
based on my experience, please allow me again to state that the best
project management school is the project itself, due to its uniqueness, so
by being professional project managers, the learning will never stop. [•]
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From
PMI HQ

The Power of PMO
A strong project management ofﬁce (PMO) can reinforce the value that
project management brings: organizations with a PMO saw 65 percent of
their projects meet their original business goals and intent, according to the
PMI 2012 Pulse of the Profession report.
Here are four ways project professionals say PMOs can boost performance:
1. PMOs free executives to think strategically. Instead of being bogged
down in project details, executives can focus on strategic alignment,
says Marsha Fenton, Accident Fund Holdings, Lansing, Michigan, USA.
Before the company had a PMO, executives didn’t know who was
accountable for what, there was no consistency in project delivery and
no tracking of progress. “The PMO helped settle all of that noise, so
they could focus on the business,” she says.
2. PMOs increase strategic ﬂexibility. “An effective PMO creates the
capacity to select the projects best suited to each moment,” says Jose
Eduardo Motta Garcia, PMP, Itaú Unibanco, São Paulo, Brazil. “Through
tracking and oversight of projects, the PMO ensures that resources
are used most effectively, and that the project decisions made in the
past continue to make sense. In a recovery period, a mature PMO
can help prioritize projects that bring the greatest results. Companies
that do not have structured PMOs tend to take longer to achieve

Get to know
PMP Study Group
By Masri Abdulgani, PMP®

PMP Study Group is a free program provided
by PMI Indonesia Chapter to support Chapter
members in pursuing PMP certiﬁcation. PMP
study group is guided by volunteer’s mentors
who are experienced and also hold a PMP
credential.
PMP Study Group is a beneﬁt of PMII member
who seriously wants to take PMP certiﬁcation.
Beside owned PMI member, participant must

3.

4.

self-assessment,
gap
analysis and deﬁne the
new strategy.”
PMOs drive business
growth
through
customer satisfaction.
An
effective
PMO
increases the chance
that projects will be
delivered on time and
on budget, which provides tangible
value to customers, says Alex Nepomnyashchiy, Luxoft, Seattle,
Washington, USA. “When we deliver what we promise, we get more
business.”
PMOs improve decision-making. Organizations can better evaluate
the beneﬁts and risks of individual projects in the context of the entire
portfolio. When PMO leaders are part of the project selection and
evaluation process, they give new insight into how individual decisions
can impact other initiatives, says Daniel Zweidler, Daniel Zweidler and
Associates, Neuchâtel, Switzerland.

also have eligibility code. By having this eligibility
code, the participants are expected to seriously
prepare for PMP examination. Eligibility code is
provided by PMI once participant passed from
4500 hours experience, 35 contact hours training
and paid the exam fee.
PMP Study Group is now running on the third
session of the program after successfully ﬁnished
session one and two with remarkable result. 7
Participants of PMP Study Group has passed PMP
examination. PMP study group third session is a
last PMP Study Group session which will conduct
discussion based on 4th edition of PMBOK. In
the third session of the program, more than 30
participants from PMI member registered to the
group.

PMP® Study Group Session 3
– for the sake three simple letters
By Yudha Damiat, PMP®

It’s Friday and it’s almost 5:30 PM. Your head is excited with the images of
the weekend you had been planning all week. Should I hit the mall ﬁrst?
Or should I call my buddies to hang out at my place? It’s very typical that
one would do so if you ask me; but no, sir. Some of us have to take the bus,
some of us have to take the train, some have to take “ojeg”. Through the
ﬁerce trafﬁc of Jakarta, through the pouring rain and through the blazing

With excitement and full spirit, they prepare

for the PMP Exam

The Study Group will take place every week with
focus on understanding the PMBOK and
practicing PMP exam questions. Every 2 days
before the study group, each participant will be
invited by PMII certiﬁcation team and a pre-test
question. Pre-test question will be discussed
during the study group and score progress of
the participant will be monitored. The purpose
of this score progress is to provide information
for PMP Study Group mentors to evaluate and
advice readiness of each participant
If you are seriously prepare for the exam, has
PMII member, eligibility code and eligibility
expired date for PMP examination, send your
email to certiﬁcation@pmi-indonesia.org.

heat. Crawling their way through humidity and smokey cars’ mufﬂers,
skipping the sightseeing at the mall and cancelling social calls just to be
somewhere. What could possibly worth all of this? Would you believe me
when I say that all of this is for a study group?
Yes. Believe me when I say it’s for a study group. Not any study group
though, it’s a PMP® study group. A free of charge study group designed
for any PMI® Indonesia Chapter member that is either hopeless or very
much determined for passing the exam. Regardless of your motivation, the
endeavor starts when you walk into that classroom.
This is a study group where, without discrimination, candidates must
temporarily cast aside their real life mind frame about project management
and develop a project management frame of work according to the PMBOK
Guide 4th edition in their minds. At ﬁrst, because of a sunk cost of about
USD400, some may panic about their exam date closing in and others are
just unsure about choosing an exam date. Week after week, chapter after
chapter, project management processes in the PMBOK are learnt. Golden
drops of experience, tricks and tips are shared by mentors in class that
you don’t get at a regular project management training. Conﬁdence and
determination are taking over within. There is no guarantee for passing
the exam and there is a very little chance of luck. It’s all about preparation.
The study group gives you exactly that. Of course, the rest and the main
portion of the effort must come from you.
So when you think of all the fun you would get after work on Fridays, just
remember that there are others who don’t have that luxury and yet willing
to go through the hassle just to be in the PMP® study group. We can
only hope that that effort would return something worth their sacriﬁces.
Something as simple as three letters after your name – PMP®.
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How Do You Create
a Good Stakeholder
Management Experience?
Enhancing Stakeholder Management
Experience
There has been enough talk and debate about
Stakeholder Management but we see still
60 -70 % projects fail to meet Stakeholder
expectations. Are there any silver bullets to
watch out to address them effectively? This
article aims at providing some pragmatic
pointers to approach and create a good
Stakeholder Management experience
As you are well aware, every stakeholder
is different and have vested interest in the
outcome of the projects. Are we doing
things right to address the expectations or
continue to have gaps?
The following 8 aspects help you towards
creating a good stakeholder management
experience that results in successful project
outcomes.
1. Setting the Context, Objective and
Expectations -Number 1 priority
While we religiously follow the Kick off meeting for the
project assigned, it takes more than a meeting for the context, objectives
and expectation to sink in. It would be worthwhile to have this as your
basis for all the discussions of Project meeting. As we reinforce them, it
becomes a part of internalization and then acts as a magnetic compass
to shape them to desirable behavior. Regarding expectations, some look
for a learning experience, some for a challenging task and some for better
networking opportunities. Listing down the aspects that people would
receive as part of the project work, help gain the necessary commitment
and interest among stakeholders.
2. Understand the background, experience and attitude of
stakeholders
I have seen this to be a key aspect for every PM to understand the
stakeholders better. This is by no means an easy task. There is a huge
homework and data to be collected, but at the end it is going to be worth
the effort. The outcome of the exercise would enable you to deal with the
respective stakeholders better with the background information and can
help you frame appropriate responses.
3. Everybody wants to be a part of the winning Team
Stakeholders play diversiﬁed roles like sponsor, project leader, team
member with different projects and they have an earnest desire to be part
of a winning project. So as a PM, it is the responsibility to create the mental
picture of how important this project is for the organization and your
customers. Assure that the stakeholders have been hand-picked based on
their expertise and experience and there is no doubt that this would create
a winning combination. This makes them feel empowered and creates a
sense of true belonging to the outcome of the project.
4. Power and Inﬂuence Matrix is only the beginning
We have been conditioned to start the Stakeholder Management exercise
by developing Power vs Inﬂuence Matrix to determine the necessary
people to be satisﬁed for project outcomes. While this is a good start,
it does not address your fundamental aspect of emotional disturbance.
Discounting people because they neither have power nor inﬂuence is only
going to make the situation worse. Remember, when the numbers add
up – it can break the smooth functioning of the project as a silent revolt or
non-cooperation.

By Suresh GP, ITIL V3 Expert, PMP

5. Communication is the Key
As you know, 90% of projects fail miserably
due to ineffective communication among
project team and stakeholders.
I have seen some stakeholders being more
vocal than the rest and some prefer not
to disclose anything during a meeting.
So the communication strategy should
have different channels and methods
to understand, what they really mean at
a deeper level. More often, the deeper
understanding comes with informal coffee
talks and personal rapport. While colocation
is a boon, most of the time we need to
deal virtually and hence adopt 1-1 calls to
personalize the connection. The tone of the
communication has to be just right to convey
the message without being dictatorial.
6. Recognize stakeholder suggestions
Acknowledging the stakeholders for the
valuable insights and recommendations is
important to successful project outcomes. 1. It
sets the tone for people to share and contribute
to the success of the project 2. It brings in the concept of collective
ownership as a team to make it a success. In my experience, the biggest
insights and recommendations have helped me do Risk Management
effectively and be better prepared to steer projects successfully.
7. Be Open and Solicit help
Projects irrespective of deal size and magnitude can be demanding and
might need a lot of support and cooperation from stakeholders to turn the
course into right direction. The best way to approach is to be open to all of
them and say, we have a problem and I would need all your support and
suggestions to overcome. When you give people the freedom to voice
for a cause, they participate actively and are willing to take on additional
responsibilities.
8. Trust and Commitment makes it happen!
Experience shows that the most complex projects have been successful
because of the commitment of stakeholders and the trust in the project
leadership. This is a sign of transcending the boundaries and making things
happen against all odds. For this to happen, the whole project environment
must facilitate open and honest communication with no blame-game. If
something is not working, it is recommended to condemn the act not
the person and help them overcome the obstacles. When the PM starts
fostering an environment of collective team work and complement, it helps
to build the trust and commitment for winning big!
About the author:
Suresh GP has more than 12 Years of experience and is currently employed
with Hewlett Packard (HP) as a Business Consultant. He is specialized in the
areas of IT Service Management, IT Governance and Project and Program
Management delivering engagements in Asia Paciﬁc region. His Previous roles
include that of ITSM Transition PM, Program Manager and Architecture &
Standards Governance Manager. He is a certiﬁed ITIL V3 Expert, PMP, ISO 20000
Consultant, ISO 20000 Lead Auditor and Cobit Foundation. He is a speaker in
National and International forums and his literary publications and blogs are
available at ISACA, PMI and other Journals. He is an Executive Council Member
of itSMF Singapore Chapter. Linkedin: sg.linkedin.com/in/sureshgp. Follow him
on twitter: @sureshgp

Risk
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How Risk Reduction Is (and Isn’t)

Rocket Science

Mark Langley and Ed Hoffman

How

do you get a ﬁve-ton spacecraft safely to Saturn and land a
probe on its largest moon when your project involves three
space agencies, 17 countries, 18 separate scientiﬁc payloads, and 250
scientists working across 10 time zones?
The secret isn’t rocket science — it’s a full-time commitment to the art and
science of project management.
New ﬁndings from the Project Management Institute (PMI), suggests that
organizations that focus on excellence in project management execution
can reduce risk, improve performance, save money, and achieve a greater
return on investment.
PMI’s Pulse of the Profession Survey shows that more than two-thirds of
project-based organizations have created a dedicated Project Management
Ofﬁce to lead such efforts. More important, the study highlights the key
role that project teams play in the success of their initiatives and how
organizations can best support their teams.
Eight years after the Cassini-Huygens Saturn spacecraft reached its
destination, it is still sending extraordinary pictures back to earth. The
project was recently awarded the Trophy of Current Achievement by the
Smithsonian’s National Air and Space Museum. While its results are singular,
the methods used to achieve them can be used by any business that needs
to reach a goal through team coordination. The PMI study found that
organizations, like NASA, that are highly successful at project management:

•

•
•

Use project portfolio management to select and prioritize
projects and maintain a strong connection between all projects
and the overall mission of the organization. This is even more
critical for an organization like NASA that has many high-risk
projects and an ever-shrinking budget;
Have active executive project sponsors; and
Maintain a constant focus on talent development for their teams
and, in particular, their project leaders.

Connecting to the Strategic Vision
It’s natural for everyone embarking on a project as complicated as CassiniHuygens to focus mainly on the speciﬁcs of making it work. But the Pulse
Survey found that teams that focus on achieving their organization’s
strategic goals, rather than just the performance goals of a speciﬁc project,
increase their overall success rates by as much as 20 percentage points.
Focusing on the larger strategic goal made it easier to manage the
schedules, budgets, human, and technological resources in a way that
was optimal for the whole project, not just the individual project groups
involved — no easy task when the teams were drawn from individuals
and organizations from different governments, industries, academic, and
scientiﬁc disciplines around the world.
One innovative portfolio-management technique the mission employed
was a novel free-market resource-allocation concept drawn from the
ﬁeld of economics. Each of the 18 principal investigators (in charge of the
various instrument payloads the spacecraft was carrying to capture and
transmit information and images from the mission) were authorized to
trade key resources — cost, mass, power, and data allotments — across
the entire project. So, for example, a principal investigator whose payload
was allocated 10 pounds of mass on the spacecraft but only required one
was free to trade the other nine pounds for other resources. This approach
ensured that project resources were properly allocated where they were

really needed and minimized conﬂicts of interest and management
overhead.
Leveraging Executive Sponsors
It stands to reason that good project management requires active executive
sponsorship. In fact, according to the Pulse Survey, executive sponsorship
is the greatest factor inﬂuencing project success rates. NASA projects
generally have many executive sponsors widely deployed — some are
in the ﬁeld centers; others at headquarters; others within industry or the
scientiﬁc academic community whose research beneﬁts from the outcomes
of NASA projects. They advocate, and in some cases ﬁght, for ﬁnancial
resources, people, and equipment. It was their power that endowed the
project management teams with the decision-making authority that made
the resource-allocation exchange possible. Without strong executive
sponsorship, many times during the life of a complex project it would seem
easiest for teams to walk away from the challenge and difﬁculty.
Continuing Talent Development
Few companies, it would appear, pay enough attention to teaching
people how to lead teams. The Pulse Survey found that only two in ﬁve
organizations have a formal process for developing project managers.
NASA is one organization that has in fact put a lot of effort into predicting
which individuals would succeed as project leaders. For decades, NASA has
been committed to training employees in project management through
its Academy of Program/Project & Engineering Leadership (APPEL), an inhouse organization that advocates for project management discipline in
all missions.
In a study of senior practitioners by Ed Hoffman and Matthew Kohut, the
Academy identiﬁed “Four As” necessary for personal effectiveness in its
project-based organization — ability, attitude, alliances, and assignments.
Ability is obvious. The attitude NASA looks for in its project leaders is an
openness to other people’s ideas and perspectives. The most brilliant person
without a respectful, collaborative attitude is a failure waiting to happen.
Effective NASA project team members also have cultivated large networks
of people willing to use their unique views and diversity of experience
to solve difﬁcult questions, scrutinize decisions, spread knowledge,
and innovate. Finally, rising project managers receive assignments with
increasing degrees of difﬁculty so that they gain a variety of experiences
(technical, political, social, systems, domain) that prepare them for the
challenges they will inevitably face in future assignments.
When a project fails, the Pulse Survey found, an average of one-third of
that project’s budget is lost for good. Taken with the additional analysis that
shows that on average 36% of projects do not meet their original goals
and business intent, we see organizations putting at risk signiﬁcant sums
of money when their projects are poorly executed. The teams that lead
projects might be the most valuable asset a company has, and they must
manage those assets carefully.
Source: http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2012/06/when_risk_reduction_is_rocket.html
About the Authors
Mark Langley is president and CEO of the
Project Management Institute. Ed Hoffman is
NASA’s chief knowledge ofﬁcer and director of
its Academy of Program/Project & Engineering
Leadership.
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By Corina Munthe
VP Marketing PMI Indonesia Chapter

REP RENDEZVOUS
You may ask and wondering why the name of the event is REP RENDEVOUS.
It looks like something strange and uncommon. What a rendezvous
comes up into our mind, usually it represents the moment where a couple
spending their togetherness in love, walking down the romantics roads,
green trees, some falling leaves over the wind blows, under the moon light,
holding hand while hearing the love songs, or we can illustrate as a couple
that lives in harmony by taking and gift of their best to reach their DREAM.
Why we write the DREAM in capital letter? Then, what is the relationship
between The Chapter, REPs, Rendezvous and DREAM.
But before we are going any further, do members know what REP mean
is? REP is a Registered Education Provider registered under PMI global, and
eligible to provide the Project Management training with PDU (Professional
Development Unit). Both Chapter and REP’s are the products of PMI with
different function, where REPs are the provider of the training package to
meet the eligibility requirement, and preparation for credential test, while
the Chapter is the HOME in Indonesia for all PMI’s member either hold any
credential yet or not and supposed also for any PMP’s credential holder
those not registered yet as Chapter member. In this HOME, all members will
freely increase their value as project management practitioners, broaden
networking, and improve their project management knowledge by sharing
each other, delivering their creativity, giving feedback by joining PMI’s
volunteers and much more mutualism beneﬁt among members.
Chapter and REPs are such as Wife and Husband in a FAMILY. Wife and
Husband have to walk together in harmony, by taking and gift their best
to reach their DREAM?? What is DREAM, and whose DREAM?? Of course
DREAM for GENERATING THE BIG FAMILY OF PMI INDONESIA’s CHAPTER.
Realizing that now we only have less than 500 Indonesian’s professionals
joining the PMI and as February 2013 only about 322 registered as
chapter member, the DREAM based on the PMII business plan is to reach
the 700 number of PMII members and 500 PMPs. Because comparing
to Singapore which has more than 7800 PMPs, Indonesia is very far
behind that numbers and we can image how is the future of our Project
Management practitioners in Indonesia without being a member of any
Project Management association (INTERNATIONAL BASED).
Then, to get that DREAM come true, Chapter and REPs have to get married
and it was started with ﬁrst RENDEZVOUS which held on 8th February 2013.
During the 1st RENDEZVOUS, Chapter had invited all REP’s as registered in
the PMI web site. There are 6 (six) REP’s now registered at PMI web site, and
another 1 REP is still on progress of their extension as REP. Shortly it will be
7 REPs available in Indonesia.
The main agenda of RENDEZVOUS was to determine how the Chapter and
REP’s will engage, collaborate and to meet the mutual agreement for both
parties, with the constraint that the Chapter Organization is a non-proﬁt
organization. The RENDEVOUS was running in a very lovely moment, full
of smile then the couple had agreed to collaborate in the beginning as
bellows:
1. Chapter responsibilities :
a. Chapter will support the REPs’ training in providing facilitator in
Project Management that based on PMBOK upon requested
b. Chapter will support the REPs’ training with a session of PMI
socialization and registration step by step guidance, credential
step by step guidance
c. Chapter will support the REPs’ training by providing Guest
Lecturer or Guest Speaker in their program upon request
d. Chapter agrees to engage with REPs by putting their
advertisement package, including logos in chapter website,
chapter monthly newsletter, mailing list, event etc

e.

Chapter will forward all the inquiry for training
to all engage REPs’, and let the REPs compete freely without any
interfacing from chapter.
f.
Chapter will engage REPs’ for all marketing opportunities related
to Project Management training in connection to the PMP
credential purposes
2. REPs’ responsibilities :
a. REPs’ will include all their training package with the membership
fees for those are not registered yet as member
b. REPs’ will contribute to Chapter as a donation for chapter
operational expenses
c. REPs’ should support the Chapter social care program in
promoting the chapter merchandise
d. REPs’ should support chapter as sponsorships the chapter big
events
Still there are so many things to be tailored between Chapter and REPs,
however as a couple and a long life marriage, more RENDEZVOUS will hold
to deliver the DREAMs.
OF COURSE, DREAMs is not only the Chapter and REPs DREAM, but
also should be PMI Indonesia members’ DREAM. We have to get more
project management practitioners joining the membership, otherwise
they will lose the opportunities to get the VALUE of being stay in PROJECT
MANAGEMENT.
Shortly, Chapter will sign MOU with REP’s those eager to collaborate and
attend the RENDEVOUS:
1. ESI International
2. Project Management Academi
3. PT. Prima Mandiri Internasional
4. PT. SInergi Daya Mitra
5. PT. Prosys (REP’s license under extension at that time of RENDEZVOUS)
We are welcome IF any members give any idea of how to reach our DREAM.

Proﬁle Board
Alin Veronika, MT, PMP, PMI-RMP
Board Member of Communication
As board communication of Project Management
Institute Indonesia Chapter, Alin has responsible
to collect, edit and publish the articles for Project
Management newsletter Excellentia. She
graduated from Postgraduate program majoring
Construction Management, University of Indonesia. She worked as
lecturer at University of Indonesia for 7 years before worked as research
assistant at University of Hong Kong. She has experiences more than
10 years in construction project management. Working as consultant,
she has been involved in many projects related to infrastructure
development, feasibility study, master plan, commercial building
development, power plant, etc. As Project Management Professional
certiﬁed, currently she is also working as Professional trainer for Project
Management course. She is one of the three PMI-Risk Management
Professional certiﬁed in Indonesia and has been involved in project and
business risk management since 2002.
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Should I Pursue
a Project Management
Certiﬁcation?

CAPM® | PMP® | PgMP® | PMI-ACP® | PMI-RMP® | PMI-SP®
Skilled project managers are in demand around the world. A globally recognised project
management certiﬁcation shows employers that you have the knowledge, experience and
education to effectively contribute to project team success.
In the last edition of Excellentia, step 1 of pursuing a Project Management Certiﬁcation
has been explained; now on this edition here is the second step of pursuing a Project
Management certiﬁcation.

CAPM®

rd eries
The 3 s

PMP®

CERTIFICATION DEFINITION

The CAPM certiﬁcation recognises a
demonstrated Understanding of the
fundamental knowledge, processes
and terminology as deﬁned in the
PMBOK® Guide that are needed for
effective project management performance.

The PMP certiﬁcation recognises competence of an individual to perform in the
role of a project manager, speciﬁcally experience in leading and directing projects.

EXAMINATION FEE

PMI Member
US$225 (€185)
Non-Member
US$300 (€250)

PMI Member
US$405 (€340)
Non-Member
US$555(€465)
Those who
− are responsible for all aspects of a
project for the life of a project
− lead and direct cross-functional teams
to deliver projects within the constraints
of time, budget and scope

WHO SHOULD APPLY FOR THIS CERTIFICATION?

Project team members who
− provide subject matter expertise
(e.g., marketing, ﬁnance, customer
care, processing, fulﬁllment)
− serve as project sponsors, facilitators, liaisons or coordinators

EDUCATION

High school diploma, associate’s
degree, or the global equivalent

Bachelor’s degree, High school global
equivalent
OR
Diploma, associate’s or higher degree
degree or the global equivalent

PROJECT MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

23 hours (without work experience)

35 hours

PROFESSIONAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT WORK EXPERIENCE

1,500 hours of professional experience
on a project team (without project
management education)

EXAMINATION
INFORMATION

3-hour,
150-question,
multiple-choice examination

With bachelor’s degree or global equivalent within equivalent within the last
eight years: a minimum of three years
of unique non-overlapping professional
experience, during experience, during
which at least 4,500 were spent leading
and leading and directing projects directing projects
OR
With high school diploma or global
equivalent within the last eight years:
a minimum of ﬁve years of unique of
unique non-overlapping professional
experience, during which at least 7,500
hours were spent hours were spent leading and leading and directing projects
directing projects
4-hour,
200-question,
multiple-choice examination
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STEP 2
CHECK YOUR ELIGIBILITY
CAPM® | PMP® | PgMP® | PMI-ACP® | PMI-RMP® | PMI-SP®
To be eligible for a PMI certiﬁcation, applicants must meet speciﬁc educational, project, programme
management and/or specialty area experience requirements. Applicants also must pass evaluations,
including a rigorous, scenario-based multiple-choice examination designed to objectively assess and
measure professional ability and project management competence.

PgMP®

PMI-ACP®

PMI-RMP®

The PgMP certiﬁcation recognises
demonstrated experience, skill and
performance in the oversight of
multiple, related projects that are
aligned with organisational objectives.

The PMI-ACP certiﬁcation validates a
practitioner’s ability to understand and
apply agile principles and practises on
basic projects. The PMI-ACP carries a
high level of credibility as it requires a
combination of agile training, experience working on agile projects and
examination on agile practises of
project management.
PMI Member
US$435 (€365)

The PMI-RMP certiﬁcation recognises
demonstrated knowledge and expertise in the specialised area of assessing
and identifying project risks along with
plans to mitigate threats and capitalise
on opportunities.

The PMI-SP certiﬁcation recognises
demonstrated knowledge and expertise in the specialised area of developing and maintaining the project
schedule.

PMI Member
US$520 (€430)

PMI Member
US$520 (€430)

Non-Member
US$1800 (€1500)
Those who
− manage programmes that contain complex activities that span
functions, organisations, geographic regions and cultures.
− build credibility, establish rapport
and maintain communication
with stakeholders at multiple
levels, including those external to
the organisation.
− possess advanced skills in ﬁnance, crosscultural awareness,
leadership, communication, inﬂuence, negotiation and conﬂict
resolution.
Bachelor’s degree, High school
global equivalent
OR
Diploma, associate’s or higher
degree degree or the global
equivalent
Not applicable

Non-Member
US$495 (€415)
Those who
− have experience leading or working
on agile project teams or with agile
methodologies.
− have training in agile practises.

Non-Member
US$670 (€555)
Project team members with expertise
in risk management

Non-Member
US$670 (€555)
Project team members with expertise
in project scheduling

High school diploma, associate’s degree or the global equivalent

Bachelor’s degree, High school global
equivalent
OR
Diploma, associate’s or higher degree
degree or the global equivalent

Bachelor’s degree, High school global
equivalent
OR
Diploma, associate’s or higher degree
degree or the global equivalent

Minimum 21 hours in agile practises

With bachelor’s degree or global
equivalent within equivalent within
the last 15 years: four years ( 6,000
hours) of project management
experience AND four years (6,000
hours) of programme management
experience*
OR
With high school diploma or global
equivalent within the last 15 years:
four years (6,000 hours) of project
management experience AND
seven years (10,500 hours) of programme management experience*

2,000 hours working on project teams.
These hours must have been earned
within the last ﬁve years. (Note: For
those holding a PMP or PgMP certiﬁcation, PMI has already veriﬁed that
the candidate has exceeded these
requirements. A PMP or PgMP certiﬁcation holder will not need to enter
these requirements on the application.)
AND
1,500 hours working on Agile project
teams or with agile methodologies.
These hours must have been earned
within the last three years.

Minimum 30 hours in project risk
management with a bachelor’s degree
or global equivalent or a minimum 40
hours with an associate’s degree or
global equivalent
With bachelor’s degree or global
equivalent within equivalent within the
last ﬁve years: a minimum of 3,000
hours of work experience in project
risk management
OR
With high school diploma or global
equivalent within equivalent within the
last ﬁve years: a minimum of 4,500
hours of work experience in project
risk management

Minimum 30 hours in project scheduling with a
bachelor’s degree or global equivalent
or a minimum 40 hours with an associate’s degree or global equivalent
With bachelor’s degree or global
equivalent within equivalent within the
last ﬁve years: a minimum of 3,000
hours of work experience in project
scheduling
OR
With high school diploma or global
equivalent within equivalent within the
last ﬁve years: a minimum of 5,000
hours of work experience in project
scheduling

Evaluation 1
Panel review
Evaluation 2
4-hour, 170- Online
question, multiple-choice examination
Evaluation 3
multi-rater assessment

3-hour,
120-question,
multiple-choice examination

3.5-hour,
170-question,
multiple-choice examination

3.5-hour,
170-question,
multiple-choice examination

PMI Member
US$1500(€1250)

PMI-SP®
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THE VALUE OF

VOLUNTEERING

The Men and Women are behind the Project
Management Institute Indonesia Chapter
As one of the chapters of Project Management Institute, PMI Indonesia
Chapter was founded on April 4th, 1996 and was inaugurated as
chartered by PMI HQ on October 3rd, 1996. Thus, ofﬁcially PMI
Indonesia Chapter birthday is on October 3rd, and surprisingly on
that date we will also conduct The 3rd Symposium Exhibition (SymEx)
2013 which is the biggest Project Management event in Indonesia. So,
DON’T MISS it and be part of us and celebrate the seventies birthday
of PMI Indonesia Chapter 
Our loyal members and readers maybe know who are the men and men
behind the PMI Indonesia chapter right now. But our new member and
readers maybe don’t know yet about them. All of them are volunteers
who have passion in project management and dedicate themselves to
increase project management awareness in Indonesia.
What is and who is the volunteer of PMI Indonesia Chapter?

The happy face of BODs PMI Indonesia Chapter
Volunteering is an excellent way to expand your contact network, and
to increase your skills and qualiﬁcations as a leader. If you hold a PMI
credential, your volunteer activities can earn professional development
units to help you meet your continuing certiﬁcation requirements. If you
are project managers, PMO, lecturers, students who have passion in
growing and advancing project management knowledge in Indonesia;
make your mark on PMI and the profession as the volunteer.
PMI Indonesia chapter currently is organized by 7 BODs that are:
1. President Chapter
: Muhammad Ichsan, PMP
2. General Secretary
: Arisman Indrawan, PMP
3. Treasury
: Wahyu Cromer, PMP
4. Program
: Anna Yuliarti Khodijah, PMP, PMI-SP
5. Education
: Sigit Wahyudiono, PMP
6. Communication
: Erlangga Arfan, MSc, PMP
7. Membership
: Ika Avianto, PMP
8. Marketing
: Corina Munthe

The Marketing Team has signed the Commitment Letter
These above BODs were elected in 2011 and will contribute to chapter
2013 before the new election on July, 2013. In performing their tasks,
BODs are helped by board members that are appointed, and everyone
can be a board member as long as they have commitment. At the
Annual Member Gathering 2013, old and new volunteers have signed
commitment letters and will dedicate themselves for 1 year service to
build and enhance the project management community in Indonesia.
On the picture, can be seen the enthusiastic smile of marketing team
that has signed the commitment letter. As marketing team, they
are responsible to seek endorsement opportunities channeling to
strategic partners and generate income for the Chapter. Meanwhile
the other teams such as: The Treasury team that currently only has
1 board member has task to oversee the management of funds for
duly authorized purposes of the PMI Indonesia Chapter; The Program
team has task to develop and delivery programs relating to project
management; The Education team has to promote the project
management profession through education, training and workshop;
The Communication Team is responsible to disseminate information
both to and from the Chapter; the last but not the least, the membership
team has to increase number of membership and retain member of the
Chapter.
Volunteer Recognition
Surely, being a volunteer for PMI can provide you the opportunity to
meet and network with project management peers locally, nationally
and globally that can support you and give you professional advice.
To keep high motivation of the volunteers, starting this year, the PMI
Indonesia Chapter will give token appreciation for the Best Performance
Team in 1 year service that will be evaluated by three components that
are:
1. The team member Involvement, consist of: enthusiasm, spirit,
exceptional partnership, respect own team mates, support and
encouragement of fellow teams, conﬁdence, energy, strong
problem solving skills, great group dynamics.
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2.
3.

Innovation, be composed of: change, new product and output,
new idea, new beneﬁts for community.
Attendance, contain the presence of team member in every
meeting and event, roles and participations in PMII events, creative
idea in every chapter activities.

Live every moment and laugh every day! The volunteers of PMI
Indonesia Chapter
The Communication Team as Best Performance Team 2012
Based in these three categories, the communication team has been
awarded as Best Performance Team 2012, that already performed
very well by creating new look of Project Management Newsletter
Excellentia and constantly publishing it every month, creating the ﬁrst
printed organization proﬁle, being active and making new idea in every
chapter’s activities and many more. VP Communication, Erlangga Arfan,
PMP said that “I am very pleased that his team win the prize and thank
you for the appreciation and for all hardworking of communication
team. We promise to serve better than now and continuously create
new and creative idea to improve the service of PMI Indonesia Chapter
to project management community in Indonesia”.
Volunteers are the lifeblood and foundation of PMI. Your participation
enables us to serve, grow and advance the project management
profession across the globe. Please contact us at volunteer@pmiindonesia.org to learn more how you can contribute as PMI volunteer.
We need you !! Together we serve better and let’s have fun by being
a volunteer, sharing knowledge and experience, learning from other
practitioners and broaden networking 

Project Management Institute
Chapter – Yogyakarta Branch

Indonesia

About PMI Indonesia Chapter Yogya Branch
When PMI Indonesia Chapter held the 2nd SymEx 2012 in Jogjakarta,
there were lot volunteers from Universitas Gadjah Mada that helped
and supported that event. After got involved with SymEx, they became
more enthusiastic to stay involved with PMI by being a volunteer to
Indonesia Chapter then formed the Yogyakarta Branch. Currently,
Yogyakarta Branch has organization structure as follow:
1.

Branch Director

2.

Branch General Secretary

: Dr. Budi Hartono
bhartono@pmi-indonesia.org
: Deo F. Nur Wijaya
dwijaya@pmi-indonesia.org

3.

4.

Branch Manager
a. Treasury

: Anna Y. Masura
aymasura@pmi-indonesia.org
b. Program & Education
: Reza Bayu
vrbayu@pmi-indonesia.org
c. Marketing
: Estria Asi Putri
eaputri@pmi-indonesia.org
d. Membership & Communication: Andika Rinaldo Asry
arinaldo@pmi-indonesia.org
Branch Board Member
a. Secretary
: Ilham Akbar Hari Wijaya
iwijaya@pmi-indonesia.org
b. Treasury
: Aprillita Putri
aputri@pmi-indonesia.org
c. Program & Education
: Ghita Pritikaranaputri
gpritikaranaputri@pmiindonesia.org
Wilhelmus Abisatya Pararta
wapararta@pmi-indonesia.org
Mahathelge M Supriyadi
msupriyadi@pmi-indonesia.
org
Putu Fransisca Paristiawati
pparistiawati@pmi-indonesia.
org
d. Marketing
: Emmy Indriany
eindriany@pmi-indonesia.org
e. Membership & Communication: Oktiyanto Ade Saputro
osaputro@pmi-indonesia.org
Zoelverdi Yustian Putra
zputra@pmi-indonesia.org

PMI Indonesia Chapter Yogya Branch Activities
A. PMII-Yogyakarta Branch Open Recruitment for Event’s
Volunteers
Towards the ﬁrst ever Project Management Competition 2013, the
PMII-Yogyakarta branch were looking for the volunteers to support
their works. The applicants on the open recruitment session were
really excited in being the parts of this nation-wide competition
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which will be held on June 3-5, 2013. Most of the applicants were
undergraduate students, not to mention the graduate students
were joining as well. Twenty ﬁve selected volunteers have started
to work with the Yogyakarta branch’s board members to perform
a remarkable competition for the participating students.

The 1st PAGERS (Project Management Roadshow)
Passionate, full of spirit and smile, fascinating and gracious of the
Yogya-branch volunteers
B.

PAGERS (Project Management Roadshow).
February 28, 2013 was the day for PMII Yogyakarta branch to
perform their very ﬁrst ‘PAGERS’ (Project Management Roadshow).
Coordinating with the Civil Engineering Student Association of
UGM, the event was attended by at least 110 students from some
universities in Yogyakarta. Carrying the theme of “Enhancing Project
Management Insights in Construction”, Indra Dwi Sasongko, ST.,
MBA and Alin Veronika, MT. PMP. PMI-RMP ﬂew to Yogyakarta to
share their experiences to the students who are aspiring as future
project managers. Indra shared his story on how to handle the real
construction project works to the students, moreover the students
got more motivation to pursue their future careers by getting the
knowledge from Alin about the prospective career opportunities
information that can be reached as a project manager. On the day
before, Alin also held a free half-day CAPM® training session to
50 students at the industrial engineering study program of UGM.
Thirty questions were given to students to give them a slight
overview on the test.

Project Management Introduction for CAPM Exam Preparation

Upcoming Events
The 2st PAGERS (Project Management Roadshow)
This roadshow is the second roadshow which will carry the
theme of “Women Power in Project Management”
The 1st PMC (Project Management Competition)
2013.
The PMII will have the ﬁrst PMC (Project Management
Competition) which aims to students who are interested in
project management. Four students will later be grouped
in one to compete with the other undergraduate and
graduate students from all accross the country. Carrying
the theme of “Project Management for Indonesian Cities
Development”, the competition has taken the project
management interests into the national development
issues. Seeing the fact that the southern part of Indonesia
has not developed rapidly as one of the country’s borders,
“Raising Investment for Developing East Nusa Tenggara
Island as a Gate of Southern Indonesia” was chosen as the
speciﬁc topic to work on for the ﬁrst phase of the selection.
The students will have to elaborate their ideas into a mini
project proposal to the committee which will then take them
to the ten team semi-ﬁnalists on the second phase of the
competition in Yogyakarta. They will then attend a project
management workshop during their stay in Yogyakarta
to have a broader insight of project management before
going on to the study case related to the general theme in
Yogyakarta. The successful ﬁve team ﬁnalists will perform
their ﬁnal presentation on the third day in front of the
panel of judges. This competition is expected to raise the
awareness and interest of the Indonesian students to the
project management development which is not just about
engineering works, but also the whole aspects of the daily
life.
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fact
Congratulations and welcome to Indonesia
chapter for our New Members. Surprisingly
in January 2013 PMII has 34 new members,
15 persons of them are the volunteers of PMI
Indonesia Chapter Yogya Branch and 8 persons
are from the PMP training participants from
one of REPs in Indonesia that has package PMP
training + membership. As PMI member as well
as PMII member, the beneﬁts you will gain are
knowledge, networking and recognition. We are
very thrilled to have new members and hope
you get all the beneﬁts we offer. Our appreciation
for renew members that are renewing their
membership this month, your involvement and
supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are very
valuable for us.
For our new members and renew members, let’s
work together to improve project management
knowledge, skills and value. Our sincere gratitude
for our new members and renew members as
follow:

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

New Members list per January 2013
1. Andika Rindaldo Asry
2. Rahmadi Budiman
3. Armi Debi
4. Alﬁn Falihian
5. Feddy Djunaedi
6. Sinar Baja Electric
7. Imam Handoyo
8. Bambang Haryadi Cahyono
9. Emmy Indriany
10. Wisnu Jati
11. Andrew Jonathan
12. Sumarno Kadar
13. Reza Kurniawan

Renew Members list per January 2013
1. Muhammad Athar Januar, PMP
2. Reza Muhammad Mandara, PMP
3. Deni Purwadi
4. Tauﬁk Aditiyawarman, PMP
5. Muh Akbar
6. Budi Arief
7. Ralph Lorenzo, PMP
8. Jemmy Thendra, PMP
9. Bayu Waseso
10. Viant Perdana, PMP
11. Fautry Hasﬁandi, PMP
12. Indra Pramudiana, PMP
13. Surya Yudhatama Setiyadi, PMP

Jhohan Lobo
Ana Masura
Fransiscus Novento
Wilhelmus Pararta
Putu Paristiawati
Ghita Pritikaranaputri
Zoelverdi Yustian Putra
Aprillita Putri
Estria Putri
Aceng Zakariya Ramadhani
Agung Bayu Saputra
Oktiyanto Saputro
Irwan Setiawan
Maruahal Sihombing
Asep Sopyan
Mahathelge Mohamad Supriyadi
Agus Susanto
Heru S Susanto
Satria Utama Tampubolon
Deo Wijaya
Ilham Akbar Hari Wijaya
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Signing bylaw Revision by member
When Annual Member Gathering February 23, 2013 executed in Jakarta
there was a special activity for the ﬁrst time, member approval for new
bylaw. Since establish in April 4, 1996 PMI Jakarta Indonesia chapter board
and also member didn’t not know much about bylaw of organization. Bylaw
which registered in PMI has been still bylaw for the establishment in 1996.
Since Jakarta Chapter wanted to replace its name with Indonesia Chapter
there were two requirements to be fulﬁll, which were multiyear business
plan and bylaw revision. Both requirements already completed by August
2012 and name Indonesia Chapter approved by PMI since August 26,
2012. But for new bylaw there is one additional condition bylaws must be
approved by member.
The ﬁrst step to get member approval was publishing comparison bylaw
1996 and new bylaw to all members by email. In annual member gathering
Chapter President and General Secretary presented the summary revision
of bylaw. Then boards made ballot to all member that attended the event
to give theirs vote whether they agree or disagree with new bylaws.
Surprisingly, all attended members agreed to change bylaw. Since chapter
has 322 member in February 2103, there must be at least 81 members
approve as the quorum. The result is 83 members approved the new
bylaw. This result of member approval shall be the evidence to register
new bylaw in public notary and then the deed of new bylaw shall submit
to PMI. Hopefully ofﬁcial name as PMI Indonesia chapter can be reach on
March 2013.
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Annual Member

Gathering
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Member Gathering and Annual General
Meeting
Time moves fast. Yes, it is. We just thought that the 1st Gathering was
just couple weeks back. No, it wasn’t. It’s been a year from when we
did our 1st Member Gathering back in February 2012. The 2013 PMII
Chapter Member Gathering was not an ordinary one. We combined
this event with our Annual General Meeting with a most important
agenda, namely PMI Indonesia Chapter By Law Revision Approval by
PMII members.
We just had to combine it as the members approval has been holding
up for quite sometimes and one of the most important objective is
to align our by law with PMI standard. Prior to the approval from 83
members who attended this event (meeting), PMI Indonesia Chapter
President highlighted the summary changes in form of presentation
in front of the members (apart that the documents – bylaw 1996,
bylaw 2012 and the summary of changes – have been sent to the
members through e-mails to our eligible 322 PMI Indonesia Chapter
Members prior to this event)
The approval has been done smoothly as most of the members agreed
to the revision of the bylaw. The approval has been documented and
will be as basis for us to have the bylaw approved by Indonesian
Notary (hence bylaw will be approved both by PMI and Indonesian
Government through Notary). Mr. Arisman Indrawan, PMP, our
General Secretary has been leading this task and he was so happy to
conclude our fundamental document to our PMI Indonesia Chapter.
Once the serious part is over, the event was not over yet! We had a lot
of fun, where we performed sharing from members and we listened
to a great presentation performed by Mr. Deddy Riyadi (one of well
known HR Expert and I can say, he was also one of a great motivator,
I have ever seen). We gave away a lot (yes, a lot) of lucky draws
and presents to the members, apart that we had also great foods,
between fun games as part of team building activities. The members
really enjoyed the fun games and they worked together to form PMI
logo using brunch of grapes.
In this event, we also performed 2 important activities, ﬁrstly when we
gave the token appreciation to our super lady, Ms. Corina Munthe,
as our Project Manager to our 2nd Symex 2012 (apart that she is our
VP Marketing and guess what, she made a lot of deals with her PMI
Indonesia Chapter apparel kits. Well done, Ma’am. More cash to
our account!). Second, when we concluded and also gave away the
award to the best performer board in PMI Indonesia Chapter. Yes,
it is Communication Team. They have done a lot of great works last
year, starting from great newsletters, email announcements, company
proﬁle, etc. Congratulation to all of you who got this award.
We shall not forget, that our Board Member Mr. Noerrachman Soleh,
PMP has given a very important sharing related to PMBoK 5th Edition,
but this shall not fear the ‘PMP to be’ as they will crash and fast track
to get their PMP before the 5th Edition! We also requested our past

Wakhid Slamet Ciptono, PhD from MMUGM also joined the Annual Member
Gathering 2013

Working together with fun and excitement

Token appreciation for Project Manager of 2nd SymEx 2012, Corina Munthe
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Chapter President, Mr. Adi Prasetyo, PMP and Chapter BoD, Mr.
Sachlani, PMP to give testimony to this event. We are so happy to
have them in our event, even though they are very busy people.
Surprisingly, Mr. Sachlani was also one of the lucky people who won
Carrefour voucher in door prize session. Congratulation Mr. Sachlani!.
Last but not least, the closing speech has been conducted by
Chapter President with 2 (two) conclusion remarks. First, to ﬁnalize
and conclude the bylaw revision and get it registered to PMI HQ
and second, to prepare soonest BoD Meeting to appoint election
committee to prepare the election as our current Chapter President
will soon take over his new role as PMI Region 15 Mentor. We had a
lot of fun and we are sure that we will have more in the near future,
as there are more and more new members realized their beneﬁts
being a chapter members. Let’s surprise ourselves with other chapter
program this year and don’t forget, get involved to have more fun!
Our sincere gratitude for all supports from

Ten lucky people who won Carrefour voucher and 1 person who won laptop
backpack

Meeting PMI Indonesia Chapter with
MMUGM
On February 16th 2013 held at the meeting room on the 8th ﬂoor campus
MMUGM Jakarta. PMII Chapter and MMUGM have a meeting with several
agenda, which is a follow up the MOU signing last time ago. The meeting
agenda that morning to discuss plans Project Management training classes
fully managed by MMUGM and plan ahead to make MMUGM has GAC
Accreditation from PMI, USA. Therefore MMUGM need PMII Chapter to
support MMUGM according the administration requirement and PMP
resources.
Present at the meeting President Indonesia Chapter Mr. Mohammad Ichsan
and PMI BOD Mr. Arisman Indrawan, Mrs. Anna, Mr. Sigit and Mr. Hanif and
from MMUGM attended by Mr. Wakhid Slamet Ciptono as Program Director
and Mrs. Mia from EDP MMUGM.

Our Mission
Indonesia’s people and businesses realize their full
potential.
Our Company
Microsoft is a global corporate to empower people using
reliable software anytime, anywhere and through any
device. Microsoft Indonesia was established in December
1995 and has been a trusted partner to the government
and people of Indonesia investing a total value around $40
million since its establishment.
Our Business
Microsoft products include operating systems for personal
computers, servers, phones, and other intelligent devices;
server applications for distributed computing environments;

productivity applications; business solution applications;
desktop and server management tools; software
development tools; video games; and, online advertising.
Our Corporate Citizenship
As a committed partner for better Indonesia, Microsoft
Indonesia works through to foster loca innovation and
content creation; to enable jobs, entrepreneurship and
workforce development; to transform education; and, to
promote transparency and good governance. Since 2008,
Microsoft Indonesia has expanded the power of education
through the Partners in Learning initiatives program with
a total investment of more than $2.3 Million, reached
over 360,000 teachers, impacted 14.9 million students
and teachers, and help schools gain better access to
technology.
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Hello Again!
We would like to inform you that PMI Indonesia Chapter has ﬁnalized
the project plan of our “Biggest international project management
conference that called “Project Management Symposium Exhibition
(SymEx)” for 2013 year. Maybe some of our members don’t know well
about the SymEx, so, starting this edition until D-Day, we will inform
and update about the SymEx 2013. If you don’t know about something,
so, you cannot love it.
What is SymEx?
SymEx is PMI Indonesia Chapter premiere annual event that is
dedicated for project management community to accommodate
project management practitioners to exchange knowledge, skills and
experience among Project Managers, especially in Indonesia. This
event is also part of PMI Indonesia’s strategy to leverage the PM
Competency by learning from global PM prominents and apply them
in their projects in Indonesia.
SymEx was conducted for the ﬁrst time on December 7 -8, 2011 in
our paradise island, Bali with the conference title “Unlock the Business
Value through Project Management Excellent”. The 2nd Symex held
on November 13 – 14, 2012 in Jogjakarta with the conference title
“Enhancing the Global Project Management, Reveal the Unknown”.
During two days conference, Project Managers and other industry
professionals will exchange knowledge, make useful contacts, and
receive valuable insights. For Project Management Certiﬁcation holders,
they can get 15 PDUs by attending two days SymEx.
The Symex provides professional development opportunities for
project management practitioners of all skill levels. The symposium is
also an opportunity for companies to meet project managers seeking
career transition and matching the interests, skills, and experience to
their needs.
Get to Know about SymEx 2013
This year, the SymEx will be held on October 2 – 3, 2013. One of the
reason the committee chose these dates, because October 3rd is the
date when PMI Indonesia chapter was formally established by PMI HQ,
and this year the PMI Indonesia Chapter will be seventies years J J.
Therefore, maybe there will be more interesting program during SymEx
this year. If the 1st Symex was conducted in Bali and the second was
in Jogjakarta, now the 3rd SymEx will be arranged in Paris van Java or
Bandung City!
The conference title for SymEx 2013 is Driving Excellence for Project
Executions in Asia Paciﬁc. The objectives of SymEx 2013 are:

To broaden networking with key thought leaders

To gain valuable knowledge

To enhance the performance and awareness of project
management through products & services

To learn
and share best practices and current project
management development
Related to the conference title, some key themes of our distinguished
speakers will cover:

The Future of Project Management

Project Risk Management

Enhancing soft skills of Project Manager in Organization

Project Management in building good infrastructure

Challenges and success of Project Management in Asia Paciﬁc

The Value of Project Management

Project Portfolio Management

Furthermore, during the symposium, participant will gain some key
beneﬁts by exploring and understanding of:

Identifying issues that affect the successful of project completion

Global Trends in Project Management

Best Practices in Project Management

Managing project risks

The value and key function of Project Manager

Management of multiple and complex projects

Lesson learned in Project Management
Based on our conference title and objectives, we already designed the
log of SymEx 2013:

One of the objectives is to gain valuable knowledge that is represented
by opened book as the symbol of knowledge that lies on this book is the
map of Asia Paciﬁc that means we can gain knowledge, learn and share
best practices and current project management development in Asia
Paciﬁc as stated in the conference title. Other objective is to broaden
networking with key thought leaders that is symbolized by the two
ribbons cover the map of Asia Paciﬁc. The orange color describes the
excitement and joyful of networking, whilst the green color describes
the peaceful and harmony of networking among practitioners. The
objective is to enhance the performance and awareness of project
management through products & services is indicated by the arrows
that are going up, which means the enhancement or improvement.
The last meaning of our SymEx 2013 logo, that you can see the opened
book is like the heart symbol that represents the love. We want to bring
the love of project management to practitioners and to serve with love
too during the SymEx 

So, DON’T MISS our annual event and experience the good
things at SymEx! We will update the information about the
speakers, registration process via blasting emails, our social
networking and website.

